We introduce an efficient method for fully characterizing multimode linear-optical networks. Our approach requires only a standard laser source and intensity measurements to directly and uniquely determine all moduli and non-trivial phases of the matrix describing a network. We experimentally demonstrate the characterization of a 6×6 fiber-optic network and independently verify the results via nonclassical two-photon interference. 
Introduction
Implementation of quantum technologies requires the ability to realize arbitrary unitary operators, enabling applications such as efficient quantum simulation and computation. In principle, linear-optical networks, i.e., passive networks constructed from beam splitters, phase shifters and mirrors, can be used to experimentally realize any N×N unitary operator [1] . A significant remaining practical challenge is to efficiently characterize the device once it is built. A known solution is to perform quantum process tomography of a device using nonclassical states [2] [3] [4] or coherent states [5, 6] . However, despite progress on more efficient methods such as compressive sensing [7] , this approach is relatively slow and impractical for large optical networks.
A more tractable approach, starting from the assumption of linearity, would be to adapt existing methods from classical optics. As a linear-optical circuit can always be cast as an interferometer with (N 2 −N)/2 beam splitters [1] , it can be characterized by embedding it in an external interferometer and using a local oscillator [8] . However, such a method is challenging for large networks due to the interferometric stability required. Recently, a method was proposed that obviates the use of an external interferometer [10, 11] ; however, it requires nonclassical interference [9] for the characterization.
In this paper, we introduce an efficient method for characterizing an N-mode linear optical network by uniquely determining the N×N matrix that represents the network. It is an interferometric method that uses readily available standard laser sources and photodetectors and eliminates the need for an external interferometer or nonclassical interference and singlephoton detection. It is also technically simple and efficient, requiring only 2N−1 configurations to directly measure all nontrivial parameters of the N×N matrix. We demonstrate our method by characterizing an integrated device-a 6×6 fused-fibre coupler-and highlight its precision by comparing measured quantum interference patterns with those predicted using the characterization matrix.
A linear-optical network can be represented by a linear transformation of input to output creation operators, a † j and b † k respectively, given by
This reconstriction necessarily rules out optical amplifiers and all other non-linear elements. For an ideal lossless network the matrix M is unitary. In practice however, due to loss, it is a submatrix of a larger unitary matrix. Despite this, knowledge of M uniquely characterizes the device, as it determines the action of the network on any multimode coherent state |α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α N ,
where |β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β N is the multimode output coherent state. Hence, following the method in [6] , one can in principle predict the output state of the network for any given input state.
Characterization Method
Generally, the matrix elements of M are complex numbers M jk =r jk e iθ jk , where 0≤r jk ≤1 and 0≤θ jk <2π. Noting that the (2N−1) phases of the basis vectors are not physically significant, we can absorb them into the basis vectors [12] . Thus, any matrix M can be decomposed as a product of three matrices M=D(µ µ µ)M D(ν ν ν) , where D(µ µ µ)=diag e iµ 1 , e iµ 2 , . . . , e iµ N and both M and M describe the same physical network. Without loss of generality, we let θ 1 j =θ j1 =0, for j=1, 2, . . . , N, and we are left with (N−1) 2 +N 2 parameters to be determined in the characterization.
Even if M is unitary, it has been shown that knowledge of moduli r jk alone does not uniquely determine all phases for N>3 [12, 13] . Therefore, in order to uniquely characterize M we require probe states and measurements that are sensitive to the phases θ jk .
One way to achieve this, as shown in references [10, 11] , is to insert two single photons into different input modes and to record nonclassical interference patterns between different combinations of output modes. Alternatively, such nonclassical interference can be simulated using two-mode coherent states with randomized relative phases [14, 15] , but at the expense of an increased level of noise and reduced interference visibility. Our method takes a more direct approach using a standard laser source split at a beam splitter, and with a varying relative phase between the resulting dual-mode coherent state, see Fig. 1(a) . This enables us to measure the nontrivial phases of the matrix M directly without solving complex trigonometric equations, thus significantly simplifying the task of characterization. Our method works as follows:
1. Send a coherent state with known intensity I to input mode j, where other input modes are in the vacuum state, and measure the intensity I k from all output modes simultaneously. Using Eq. (2), we obtain all the moduli
2. Send a coherent state |α to a 50:50 beam splitter and use a phase shifter to control the relative phase between the output states |α 1 and |α 2 with the same intensity I, see Fig. 1 (a). Where |α 1 goes to input mode '1' and |α 2 = e iφ α 1 to input mode j. The intensities of the output coherent states are given by
As all elements in the first row and the first column are real, the above equation becomes, for k=1,
and, for k =1,
When I 1 attains its maximum value we have φ =0, and φ =π for its minimum value. This serves as our reference mode, and without loss of generality we always choose I 1 at its maximum such that φ =0. Knowing this, we further sweep φ until I k attains its maximum value and using Eq. (6) the unknown phases can be found as
Repeating this procedure for |α 2 input into mode j=2, 3, . . . , N yields all the nontrivial phases θ jk of the matrix M. The device-under-test is a 3×3-mode fused-fiber beam splitter (FBS), which constitutes a 6×6 optical network including polarization. Orthogonal polarization modes are resolved using fibre polarization beam splitters (FPBS) at its outputs. Interferometric probe states between pair-wise input combinations are prepared with two polarization beam displacers (BD), and half-wave plates (HWP). The outputs are monitored with fast photo-diodes (PD) connected to an oscilloscope (OSC) while the phase φ is scanned.
Experiment
The network we characterize here is composed of one 3×3 non-polarizing fused fiber-optic beam splitter (FBS) with three 2×2 polarizing beam splitters at each of its output modes, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . By mapping onto orthogonal polarizations at the input of the initial FBS the whole network is described by a 6×6 matrix M. The input modes are labeled {1, 2, . . . , 6}={|H 1 , |V 1 , |H 2 , . . . , |V 3 }, where |H 1 is the horizontally polarized mode for spatial mode '1' of the FBS.
In the setup we used a series of polarization beam displacers and half-wave plates to prepare input probe states, allowing for phase-stable interferometric measurements and polarization control for the input of the N×N network. The phase φ was controlled by a motorized linear micro-translation stage at input mode '1' to introduce an optical path difference of 0.1 mm, at a speed of 0.05 mm/s, between two inputs. Scanning over this short time window limits the effect of thermal drift on the classical interferometer, therefore removing the need for active phase locking. The outputs were coupled to fast photodiodes and monitored simultaneously on an oscilloscope while the phase φ was scanned. All characterization measurements were performed with a 100 µW laser diode spectrally filtered to have a center wavelength of 820 nm and a full-width half-maximum bandwidth of 2 nm; thus the probe light had a coherence length of ∼150 µm, much shorter than the length of the optical circuit ∼2m.
We first measured the 36 output intensities for the six individual inputs shown in Fig. 2(a) . We then recorded interference fringes for the pair-wise input combinations discussed above, Representative experimental data for obtaining θ jk when injecting the variable-phase dual-mode coherent state into input modes 1 and 3. The amplitudes (voltage at output photo-diodes) of the six output modes (1-6 from top-to-bottom) oscillate as the phase φ is swept in time. Red and blue lines are measured data and theoretical fits to A cos(φ − θ jk ) respectively. (c) Phases, θ jk , of the measured matrix M. The entire characterization method was performed 10 times to obtain experimental uncertainties; error bars are not visible on the scales shown.
and fitted sinusoidal curves to the resulting photocurrents to obtain experimental values for θ jk , see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). From these measurements, we reconstructed the 6×6 matrix M. We verify our experimentally obtained matrix M by measuring two-photon interference inside the linear-optical network [9] . As this is a fourth-order interference effect, it provides a suitable independent verification for the validity of M that we obtained with our second-order interference method. We created and sent two single-photons into the 6×6 network, and measured the coincidences at all fifteen (6 choose 2) pairwise combinations of output modes; see Fig. 3(a) .
The probability that two photons input to modes i and j simultaneously arrive at output modes k and l can be determined from the characterization matrix M. In the case of indistinguishable input photons this probability is given by
where δ jk is Kronecker's delta function [10, 16] . Whereas in the case that the input photons are entirely distinguishable this probability is given by
We can therefore determine the nonclassical interference visibility as V kl i j =(C kl i j −Q kl i j )/C kl i j . Experimentally C and Q are given by the coincidence count rates of photon pairs at the outputs k and l when there is a maximum temporal overlap between input photons (indistinguishable) and no overlap (distinguishable) respectively [9] . We vary the temporal overlap between the single photon wave packets using an electronically controlled micro-translation stage on one of the input photons. The results for two different input configurations are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The obtained interference visibilities are in excellent agreement with those predicted by the experimentally measured matrix M. Higher-order photon terms from SPDC are believed to be responsible for the cases where the measured and predicted visibilities do not overlap within error.
Lossy networks
We now discuss how M can be embedded into a matrix that is closer to unitarity. In principle, neglecting measurement error, there always exists a larger unitary matrix which fully accounts for all loss modes; however, it is not clear how to find this matrix for any arbitrary network. We show that if the optical loss is equal for different paths connecting specific inputs to outputs (path-independent loss), then an N×N network described by M can be extended by N virtual input and N virtual output modes into a 2N×2N network described by unitary matrix V , so M will be a submatrix of V , see Fig. 4(a) . The 2N×2N network is obtained by adding N beam splitters to each input of an N×N lossless linear network described by unitary matrix B. Each beam splitter is described by a 2×2 matrix
where η j (0 ≤ η j ≤ 1) is the transmissivity of the beam splitter. Thus the total matrix describing N beam splitters, by appropriately labeling input and output modes, is given by
where η η η andη η η are N×N diagonal matrices:
The matrix V describing the resulting network is obtained by multiplying the matrix describing N parallel beam splitters by the matrix describing the lossless network that only acts on N modes,
where O and I are N×N null and identity matrices, respectively. Using our method we measure the first block of V , M=η η ηB, and η j are obtained by measuring the output intensities I k when only a coherent state with intensity I is sent to input j Thus the matrix V can be experimentally determined. In our case the 12×12 matrix V is not unitary, since the off-diagonal elements in VV † , shown in Fig. 4(b) , are non-zero albeit very small. This is indicative of both inevitable experimental uncertainty in the measured matrix elements and the effect of path-dependent loss in the network. Nevertheless, by comparing how close VV † and MM † are to identity in trace norm, one can see that V more closely approximates a unitary matrix.
The question remains as to what unitary best describes the larger linear-optical network. It has been shown that the closest unitary matrix to V can be found by using the polar decomposition U=(VV † ) − 1 2 V [17] . The resulting unitary matrix U does not noticeably alter the predicted two-photon interference visibilities of Fig. 3(b) , and therefore describes the larger network that contains our device with a good approximation.
Conclusion
As photonic quantum technologies mature beyond small-scale demonstrations [18] [19] [20] , there is an increasing requirement for methods of process validation and verification. Areas of direct applicability include the experimental characterization of waveguide arrays for quantum walks [21, 22] , especially in three dimensions where current top-down imaging methods are not possible [23] . One of the most exciting applications pertains to the intermediate model of quantum computing-BOSONSAMPLING [24] [25] [26] . Our method provides an efficient means for characterizing large linear optical networks to obtain the scattering probabilities of multiphoton processes [27] , which is a crucial component of BOSONSAMPLING experiment and was used recently in [25] . For these larger characterizations an optical switch board built into wave-guide circuits [28] could be used as opposed to a larger bulk-optics setup. A simpler way to achieve the required small displacements is to tilt optical components in the probe beam path [15] .
